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Modern Sous Vide Cookbook: 150 Classic Recipes (Plus Cocktails)
A revolution in cooking Sous vide is the culinary innovation that has everyone in the food world talking. In this revolutionary new cookbook, Thomas Keller, America's most respected chef,
explains why this foolproof technique, which involves cooking at precise temperatures below simmering, yields results that other culinary methods cannot. For the first time, one can achieve
short ribs that are meltingly tender even when cooked medium rare. Fish, which has a small window of doneness, is easier to finesse, and shellfish stays succulent no matter how long it's
been on the stove. Fruit and vegetables benefit, too, retaining color and flavor while undergoing remarkable transformations in texture. The secret to sous vide is in discovering the
precise amount of heat required to achieve the most sublime results. Through years of trial and error, Keller and his chefs de cuisine have blazed the trail to perfection—and they show the
way in this collection of never-before-published recipes from his landmark restaurants—The French Laundry in Napa Valley and per se in New York. With an introduction by the eminent foodscience writer Harold McGee, and artful photography by Deborah Jones, who photographed Keller's best-selling The French Laundry Cookbook, this book will be a must for every culinary
professional and anyone who wants to up the ante and experience food at the highest level.
Técnicas rompedoras utilizadas por los mejores chefs del mundo "El libro más importante en las artes culinarias desde Escoffier." --Tim Zagat Una revolución está en marcha en el arte de la
cocina. Al igual que el impresionismo francés rompió con siglos de tradición artística, en los últimos años la cocina modernista ha franqueado los límites de las artes culinarias. Tomando
prestadas técnicas de laboratorio, los chefs de santuarios gastronómicos mundialmente reconocidos, como elBulli, The Fat Duck, Alinea y wd~50, han abierto sus cocinas a la ciencia y a la
innovación tecnológica incorporando estos campos de conocimiento al genio creativo de la elaboración de alimentos. En Modernist Cuisine: El arte y la ciencia de la cocina, Nathan Myhrvold,
Chris Young y Maxime Bilet --científicos, creadores y reconocidos cocineros-- revelan a lo largo de estos seis volúmenes, de 2.440 páginas en total, unas técnicas culinarias que se inspiran
en la ciencia y van de lo insospechado a lo sublime. Las 20 personas que componen el equipo de The Cooking Lab han conseguido nuevos y asombrosos sabores y texturas con utensilios como el
baño María, los homogeneizadores y las centrífugas e ingredientes como los hidrocoloides, los emulsionantes y las enzimas. Modernist Cuisine es una obra destinada a reinventar la cocina.
¿Cómo se hace una tortilla ligera y tierna por fuera pero sabrosa y cremosa por dentro? ¿O patatas fritas esponjosas por dentro y crujientes por fuera? Imagínese poder envolver un mejillón
con una esfera de gelatina de su propio jugo, dulce y salado a la vez. O preparar una mantequilla solo a base de pistachos, fina y homogénea. Modernist Cuisine explica todas estas técnicas
y le guía paso a paso con ilustraciones. La ciencia y la tecnología de la gastronomía cobran vida en miles de fotografías y diagramas originales. Las técnicas fotográficas más novedosas e
impresionantes permiten al lector introducirse en los alimentos para ver toda la cocina en acción, desde las fibras microscópicas de un trozo de carne hasta la sección transversal de una
barbacoa Weber. La experiencia de comer y cocinar bajo una perspectiva completamente nueva. Una muestra de lo que va a descubrir: Por qué sumergir los alimentos en agua helada no detiene el
proceso de cocción Cuándo cocer en agua es más rápido que al vapor Por qué subir la parrilla no reduce el calor Por qué el horneado es principalmente un proceso de secado Por qué los
alimentos fritos se doran mejor y saben más si el aceite se ha utilizado previamente Cómo pueden las modernas técnicas de cocina conseguir resultados perfectos sin el tiempo exacto o la
buena suerte que requieren los métodos tradicionales Incluye aspectos cruciales como: Los sorprendentes principios científicos que encierran los métodos tradicionales de preparación de los
alimentos, como asar, ahumar y saltear La guía más completa publicada hasta la fecha sobre la cocina al vacío, con las mejores opciones para baños María, materiales de envasado y equipos de
sellado, estrategias de cocción y consejos para solucionar problemas Más de 250 páginas sobre carnes, pescados y marisco y 130 páginas sobre frutas, verduras y cereales, incluidas cientos
de recetas paramétricas y técnicas paso a paso Extensos capítulos que explican cómo obtener conseguir resultados increíbles utilizando modernos espesantes, geles, emulsiones y espumas,
incluidas recetas de muestra y muchas fórmulas Más de 300 páginas de nuevas recetas con presentaciones listas para servirse en restaurantes de alta cocina, además de recetas adaptadas de
grandes chefs como Grant Achatz, Ferran Adrià, Heston Blumenthal, David Chang, Wylie Dufresne y David Kinch, entre otros Volumen 1: Historia y fundamentos Volumen 2: Técnicas y equipamiento
Volumen 3: Animales y plantas Volumen 4: Ingredientes y preparaciones Volumen 5: Recetas listas para servir Volumen 6: Manual de cocina, impreso en papel resistente al agua, con recetas de
ejemplo y exhaustivas tablas de referencia
Learn to make no-fail, mind-blowing barbeque with your sous vide in this cookbook full of tips, techniques, and recipes. Packed with helpful photos and step-by-step tutorials, this book
shows how to use your sous vide’s precision temperature control to cook moist, flavorful meats every time. Then it goes further. Author Greg Mrvich reveals his proven techniques and secret
tricks for juicy, tender meat with a crispy, caramelized bark and perfect, smoky flavor. With options for finishing outside in your smoker or on the grill, the book’s fifty recipes cover
everything from backyard classics to gourmet creations, including: •Barbecue Beef Brisket •Cedar-Plank Chicken Breast •Carne Asada Tacos •Mediterranean Lamb Kebabs •Turkey Skillet Stew
•Seared Wasabi Ginger Crusted Tuna •Santa Maria Tri-Tip
An Eating the West Award Finalist 2020 Tex-Mex is a delicious, irreverent cuisine that combines the deep traditions of Texan and Mexican cooking. Think meaty stews, breakfast tacos, and
tres leches cake. Home cooks will learn how to make them all—in addition to crunchy salads, slow-cooked meats, and fresh cocktails—in this collection of more than 100 recipes from San
Antonio native and Los Angeles chef and restauranteur Josef Centeno. Organized into chapters by type of food—including breakfast, vegetables, main courses, desserts, and a super nacho
party—this is down-home cooking and grilling at its most inspiring. Presented in a colorful package with more than 100 food and atmospheric photos, this cookbook is a hands-on winner for
anyone who loves big flavors, casual parties, and firing up the grill.
The Chef and the Slow Cooker
150+ Easy Effortless Sous Vide Recipes for Home Cooking (Color Print)
Sous Vide Made Simple
150 Foolproof Recipes Tailor-Made for Your Kitchen's Most Versatile Pot
A Modern Tex-Mex Kitchen
75 Modern Recipes for Your Pressure Cooker, Slow Cooker, and Instant Pot
Modern Sous Vide Cookbook
From the Atlantic Ocean to well-tended organic farms, Maine offers some of the best raw materials for rustic, hearty cuisine. Add the independent spirit and quiet humor of the people and it becomes apparent why chefs, fisherman, and artisans are drawn to the state. Their fierce pride, respect for the land, and lack of
pretension are recognizable ingredients in the food they produce, from fresh lobster to blueberry pancakes. Dive in to the salty personality of Maine’s cuisine!
Master the art of creating cocktails at home with 54 timeless recipes and tips on stocking a bar, garnishing, ice, glassware, and hosting a cocktail party. In this compact yet comprehensive book from Williams Sonoma, you’ll find a recipe for any occasion. The beautifully photographed chapters include: Gin, Whiskey &
Bourbon, Tequila, Vodka, Rum, Frozen, Basic Cocktails, and Bar Snacks. You’ll find recipes for Pineapple Orange Gin Rickey, Bee’s Knees, Elderflower Rose Collins, Maple Sazerac, Blackberry Lemonade Whiskey Sour, Old Fashioned with Lemon, Orange and Vanilla, Coconut Cream and Lime Margarita, Ancho Reyes
and Cucumber, Grapefruit Rosemary Moscow Mule, Peppermint White Russian, Gingerbread Dark & Stormy, Mango Mai Tai, Frozen Hard Pink Lemonade, Lemon Raspberry Sorbet Prosecco Float, Manhattan, Cosmo, Moscow Mule, Parmesan Twists, Fried Pickles, Devils on Horseback, and many more!
Hugh Acheson brings a chef's mind to the slow cooker, with 100 recipes showing you how an appliance generally relegated to convenience cooking can open up many culinary doors. Hugh celebrates America's old countertop stalwart with fresh, convenient slow cooker recipes with a chef's twist, dishes like brisket with soy,
orange, ginger, and star anise, or pork shoulder braised in milk with fennel and raisins. But where it gets really fun is when Hugh shows what a slow cooker can really do, things like poaching and holding eggs at the perfect temperature for your brunch party, or for making easy duck confit, or for the simplest stocks and
richest overnight ramen broth. There's even a section of jams, preserves, and desserts, so your slow cooker can be your BFF in the kitchen morning, noon, and night.
Easy no-fuss recipes to make delicious sous vide dishes at home Sous vide is the hottest new kitchen technique, with immersion circulators selling for as little as $65 at Home Depot. Once the exclusive domain of high-end chefs, sous vide is now accessible to any home cook with a desire for perfectly cooked, scientifically
calibrated cuisine. Most of the sous vide books on the cookbook shelf are very high-end, with complicated recipes using obscure ingredients. Simple Sous Vide offers 200 recipes for meals home cooks will actually want to make, like BBQ-Style Pulled Pork, Garlic-Herb Strip Steak, and Glazed Rainbow Carrots, using common
ingredients found in any supermarket.
SPQR
150 Modern & Most Delicious Sous Vide Recipes With Tips and Techniques, the Science of Cooking Under Pressure
The Sous Vide Kitchen
A Cookbook
Simple Sous Vide
Modern Favorites to Make at Home
Vegan Cuisine for the Home Chef

A primer on the sous vide cooking technique, including time and temperature tables and over 200 tested and delicious recipes for cooking eggs, meat, fish, poultry, game, vegetables, fruits, and desserts.
Are you tired of spending countless hours in the kitchen and always making the same bland and boring meals? Would you like to be able to prepare dishes like those of your favorite restaurants and amaze your family and friends without the stress of cooking, while benefiting from the synergy
between technology, science, and passion for cooking? Usually, cooking tasty meals requires great effort, time, and constant attention to avoid overcooking or burning the food. But by using the sous vide cooking method this does not happen! The sous vide technique, whose name derives from
French and means "under vacuum", has evolved from the sophisticated restaurant kitchens to private homes. That is because it is a simple, practical, and effective way of cooking. Once the food is sealed in a bag and placed in the water bath, that's it. Thanks to cooking at lower temperatures with
the sous vide method, no part of the food is ever heated above its ideal cooking temperature, ensuring results that are not even comparable to other cooking methods. Food cooked at high temperatures loses much of its flavor and nutrients, while by using this technique, your dishes will not only
be tender and succulent but also healthier and richer in nutritional value. With this book, I want to provide you with everything you need to know to get the most out of this innovative type of cooking, and share more than 150 daily, delicious and easy-to-follow recipes to make eating with your
loved ones a fantastic moment. In this complete Sous Vide Cookbook, you will find: An essential introduction to the science behind the innovative sous vide cooking and its many advantages Information on kitchen utensils needed to get started Special tips and techniques to get perfect results
every time Answers to many questions that I am sure you already have asked yourself about this topic Charts to help you with cooking times and temperatures of the main ingredients More than 150 easy, appetizing, and healthy recipes for every meal and preference (meat, fish, eggs, vegetables,
fruits, sauces, drinks, desserts, etc.) Detailed nutritional values, cooking time, and number of servings for each recipe, so that you can organize yourself in the best possible way And much, much more! You will find out that not only you can cook the best meat, but you can also enjoy the greatest
flavors of many other foods! Even if you don't know anything about this method and you are a beginner, thanks to this Sous Vide Cookbook you will be able to prepare high-quality dishes; and if you are an expert already, or simply looking for new recipes, this cookbook will definitely satisfy
your needs. Do you want to transform your kitchen into a little cozy restaurant where you are the chef? Then scroll to the top of this page and click on "Buy Now with 1-Click" to get started!
Presents an overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy, revealing science-inspired techniques for preparing food, and offers step-by-step instructions for four hundred recipes.
An indispensable atlas of the best cocktail recipes—each fully photographed—for classic and modern drinks, whether shaken, stirred, up, or on the rocks. How do you create the perfect daiquiri? In what type of glass should you serve a whiskey sour? What exactly is an aperitif cocktail? A
compendium for both home and professional bartenders, The Essential Cocktail Book answers all of these questions and more—through recipes, lore and techniques for 150 drinks, both modern and classic.
Cocktails
Ideas in Food
Cook It in Your Dutch Oven
The Facile Sous Vide Cookbook
Sous Vide Cooking Made Simple
A Complete Guide to Modern Drinks with 150 Recipes
Meet the most revolutionary home cooking appliance since the slow cooker. The sous vide cooks any food to perfection with no chance of burning, get the most out of it with The Sous Vide Kitchen?. If you own a sous vide machine, chances are you’ve tried it out by cooking burgers, steak, and pork. But
that’s just the beginning. For years, restaurants have used sous vide to perfectly cook a wide variety of foods—now you can do the same. Join sous vide recipe developer Christina Wylie and take your skills to the next level: Use sous vide to make the perfect soft boiled eggs, then go further and learn how
to use it to make scrambled eggs, overnight oatmeal, and other breakfast staples. For lunch, try topping your salad with perfectly cooked sous vide tuna or salmon (the secret is a short brine). For dinner, the options are endless. Choose from Asian dishes like Char Siu Pork Loin and Miso-Marinated Cod,
reinvent a favorite with the Deconstructed Beef Wellington or Spicy Southern-Fried Chicken, or enjoy a surprisingly simple 48-Hour Beef Brisket. Finish the meal with a sous vide twist on cheesecake or a nightcap of homemade spiced rum (speed-infused using sous vide, of course). With recommended
times and temperatures for every recipe, unique combinations of sous vide with other cooking techniques, and more than 100 recipes to explore, this book will help you get the most out of sous vide.
One of the best New York restaurants, a culinary landmark that has been changing the face of American dining for decades, now shares its beloved recipes, stories, and pioneering philosophy. Opened in 1994, Gramercy Tavern is more than just a restaurant. It has become a New York institution earning
dozens of accolades, including six James Beard awards. Its impeccable, fiercely seasonal cooking, welcoming and convivial atmosphere, and steadfast commitment to hospitality are unparalleled. The restaurant has its own magic—a sense of community and generosity—that's captured in these pages for
everyone to bring home and savor through 125 recipes. Restaurateur Danny Meyer's intimate story of how Gramercy was born sets the stage for executive chef-partner Michael Anthony's appealing approach to American cooking and recipes that highlight the bounty of the farmer's market. With 200
sumptuous photographs and personal stories, The Gramercy Tavern Cookbook also gives an insider look into the things that make this establishment unique, from the artists who have shaped its décor and ambience, to the staff members who share what it is like to be a part of this close-knit restaurant
family. Above all, food lovers will be inspired to make memorable meals and bring the warmth of Gramercy into their homes.
Thank God We Have Modern Kitchen Appliances! They save our time, give us more opportunities to express ourselves and make us helthier and happier versions of ourselves! Pressure Cooker, Air Fryer, Instant Pot and now -- Sous Vide! Sous Vide is no more secret (restaurant-only) way of cooking.
Chances are, if you're looking for Sous Vide Cookbook, you have a sous vide circulator for precision cooking. Well, congratulations, you've made a great decision. Sous vide is a method for cooking food that yields absolutely perfect results on a consistent basis. Sous vide has been used in professional
settings for decades, but in the last few years, it's been becoming more popular and available for home cooks, which brings us to this book. Well, here are some reasons why you will LOVE this book: Nutritional Information per Serving: Calories, Fat, Sat Fat, Sodium, Carbohydrates, Fiber, Sugar,
Protein 160+ pages of extremly valuable and useful content! More than 150 Great, Easy, Mouthwatering recipes for ANY ocasion! Devided on 6 sections for your comfort: Introduction (with all the theoretical basis you would need for succesfull cooking) - Vegetable recipes - Red Meat Recipes - Poultry
Recipes - Seafood recipes - Dessert recipes - Drinks recipes - Souses and Dips recipes! Three options to buy for every need: Color paperback (each section of the recipes is separated by individual color scheme), Black-and-white paperback (cheaper but still high quality printing), Kindle (easy to
download, always on your mobile device) Printed versions (You will get the kindle version for FREE when buying the paperback): Large format 8x10 inches Premium matte cover finish High quality 60-pound paper stock Excellent quality of pictures, without pixelation and muddy shades. Low price for
great quality! All you should do to start your beautiful, joyful facile adventure to the world of Sous Vide Cooking, is to hit the "Add to Cart" button now!
The only sous vide cookbook you will ever need with over 500+ foolproof, easy and quick recipes for crafting restaurant-quality meals every day for beginners and advanced users. Get your copy NOW!
Plant-Based Gourmet
150 Recipes for the Home Cook: a Cookbook
Modernist Cuisine at Home
The Complete Sous Vide Cookbook
Sous Vide at Home
Best Complete Effortless Meals and Perfectly Cooked Recipes Crafting at Home Through a Modern Technique with Restaurant-Quality for Your Immersion Circulator
Dishing Up® Maine
Inspired by her viral New York Times article "Why Do Cooks Love the Instant Pot(R)? I Bought One to Find Out," Melissa Clark's Dinner in an Instant has all new recipes that bring her signature flavor-forward dishes to everyone's favorite countertop appliance. Dinner in
an Instant gives home cooks recipes for elevated dinners that never sacrifice convenience. Beloved for her flawless recipes, Melissa Clark turns her imagination to the countertop appliances that have won American hearts from coast to coast. Recipes include Fresh
Coconut Yogurt, Japanese Beef Curry, Osso Buco, Smoky Lentils, Green Persian Rice with Tahdig, and Lemon Verbena Cr me Brulee. Dinner in an Instant provides instructions when possible for making the same dish on both the pressure cooker and slow cooker
settings, allowing home cooks flexibility. Symbols guide the reader toward Paleo, Vegan, Vegetarian, and Gluten Free dinners. Fresh, approachable, and classic, Dinner in an Instant is Melissa Clark's most practical book yet.
Alex Talbot and Aki Kamozawa, husband-and-wife chefs and the forces behind the popular blog Ideas in Food, have made a living out of being inquisitive in the kitchen. Their book shares the knowledge they have gleaned from numerous cooking adventures, from why
tapioca flour makes a silkier chocolate pudding than the traditional cornstarch or flour to how to cold smoke just about any ingredient you can think of to impart a new savory dimension to everyday dishes. Perfect for anyone who loves food, Ideas in Food is the ideal
handbook for unleashing creativity, intensifying flavors, and pushing one’s cooking to new heights. This guide, which includes 100 recipes, explores questions both simple and complex to find the best way to make food as delicious as possible. For home cooks, Aki and
Alex look at everyday ingredients and techniques in new ways—from toasting dried pasta to lend a deeper, richer taste to a simple weeknight dinner to making quick “micro stocks” or even using water to intensify the flavor of soups instead of turning to long-simmered
stocks. In the book’s second part, Aki and Alex explore topics, such as working with liquid nitrogen and carbon dioxide—techniques that are geared towards professional cooks but interesting and instructive for passionate foodies as well. With primers and detailed usage
guides for the pantry staples of molecular gastronomy, such as transglutaminase and hydrocolloids (from xanthan gum to gellan), Ideas in Food informs readers how these ingredients can transform food in miraculous ways when used properly. Throughout, Aki and Alex
show how to apply their findings in unique and appealing recipes such as Potato Chip Pasta, Root Beer-Braised Short Ribs, and Gingerbread Souffl . With Ideas in Food, anyone curious about food will find revelatory information, surprising techniques, and helpful tools
for cooking more cleverly and creatively at home.
Sous Vide for Everybody is an approachable cookbook that demystifies sous vide cooking and demonstrates how it can make your life easier, while also giving you the tools to try exciting new dishes. Originally from the French for "under vacuum" because it often
involves sealing food in plastic, sous vide allows you to cook food gently in an automatic water bath to the perfect temperature. That may sound intimidating, but the technique has trickled down from experimental fine-dining restaurant kitchens to the home kitchen
precisely because it's an easy, convenient, and hands-off way to cook. Sous vide not only makes traditional cooking easier and more foolproof, it often can help to make food taste better, taking away all the guesswork and giving you back some free time. In this cookbook,
you will find recipes that teach you how to cook sous vide, starting with basics like the perfect steak or soft-cooked egg. You will also find recipes that expand your knowledge and creativity in the kitchen using sous vide, from a holiday-worthy chuck roast that tastes
like a prime rib at a fraction of the cost to eggs Benedict to fruit-on-the-bottom yogurt cups.
This Sous Vide cookbook allows you to make your meal plan, as you can easily combine recipes from different chapters. So, why not to try beans and lamb chops, or Rhubarb-Strawberry mix with Spiced Yogurt. Delicious recipes for eggs, beef, lamb, pork, fish and
shellfish, chicken, turkey, cocktails and infusions, and many others with simple step-by-step instructions, make this book your easy Sous Vide guide for five-star meals. Here Is A Preview Of What You Will Learn... Introduction to Sous Vide Getting Started with Sous
Vide Eggs Recipes Fruits & Veggies Poultry Recipes Beef & Lamb Pork Recipes Fish & Shellfish Cocktails & Infusions Sauces & Condiments Desserts And Much, Much More!
Modern Italian Food and Wine [A Cookbook]
150+ Easy Effortless Sous Vide Recipes for Home Cooking
Sous Vide for the Home Cook
Anova Sous Vide Cookbook
150 Classic Recipes (Plus Cocktails)
Ama
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Sous Vide Cookbook
A beginner's guide to sous vide, which has been a popular cooking technique in restaurants for years, offering tender and succulent dishes cooked to perfection. Now, from the creator of Nomiku—the first affordable sous vide machine—comes this easy-to-follow cookbook that clearly illustrates how to
harness the power of sous vide technology to achieve restaurant-quality dishes in the comfort of your own kitchen. Discover the stress-free way to cook a delicious (and never dry!) Thanksgiving turkey along with all the trimmings, classics like Perfect Sous Vide Steak and Duck Confit, and next-level
appetizers like Deep Fried Egg Yolks. Including over 100 recipes for everything from Halibut Tostadas, Grilled Asparagus with Romesco, and Chicken Tikka Masala, to Dulce de Leche, Hassle-Free Vanilla Ice Cream, and even homemade Coffee-Cardamom Bitters, Sous Vide at Home has you
covered for every occasion.
Named a Best Book of 2020 by Publisher's Weekly Named a Best Cookbook of 2020 by Amazon and Barnes & Noble “Every elegant page projects Keller’s high standard of ‘perfect culinary execution’. . . . This superb work is as much philosophical treatise as gorgeous cookbook.” —Publishers
Weekly, STARRED REVIEW Bound by a common philosophy, linked by live video, staffed by a cadre of inventive and skilled chefs, the kitchens of Thomas Keller’s celebrated restaurants—The French Laundry in Yountville, California, and per se, in New York City—are in a relationship unique in the
world of fine dining. Ideas bounce back and forth in a dance of creativity, knowledge, innovation, and excellence. It’s a relationship that’s the very embodiment of collaboration, and of the whole being greater than the sum of its parts. And all of it is captured in The French Laundry, Per Se, with
meticulously detailed recipes for 70 beloved dishes, including Smoked Sturgeon Rillettes on an Everything Bagel, “The Whole Bird,” Tomato Consommé, Celery Root Pastrami, Steak and Potatoes, Peaches ’n’ Cream. Just reading these recipes is a master class in the state of the art of cooking
today. We learn to use a dehydrator to intensify the flavor and texture of fruits and vegetables. To make the crunchiest coating with a cornstarch–egg white paste and potato flakes. To limit waste in the kitchen by fermenting vegetable trimmings for sauces with an unexpected depth of flavor. And that
essential Keller trait, to take a classic and reinvent it: like the French onion soup, with a mushroom essence stock and garnish of braised beef cheeks and Comté mousse, or a classic crème brûlée reimagined as a rich, creamy ice cream with a crispy sugar tuile to mimic the caramelized coating.
Throughout, there are 40 recipes for the basics to elevate our home cooking. Some are old standbys, like the best versions of beurre manié and béchamel, others more unusual, including a ramen broth (aka the Super Stock) and a Blue-Ribbon Pickle. And with its notes on technique, stories about
farmers and purveyors, and revelatory essays from Thomas Keller—“The Lessons of a Dishwasher,” “Inspiration Versus Influence,” “Patience and Persistence”—The French Laundry, Per Se will change how young chefs, determined home cooks, and dedicated food lovers understand and approach
their cooking.
The Chopped judge and Iron Chef shares 150 family recipes, including selections prepared throughout her life by her cookbook-editor mother, Maria Guarnaschelli, including Blueberry Crumble, Baked Ziti and Godfather- and Goodfellas-style spaghetti and meatballs.
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the James Beard Award for General Cooking and the IACP Cookbook of the Year Award "The one book you must have, no matter what you’re planning to cook or where your skill level falls."—New York Times Book Review Ever wondered how to pan-fry a
steak with a charred crust and an interior that's perfectly medium-rare from edge to edge when you cut into it? How to make homemade mac 'n' cheese that is as satisfyingly gooey and velvety-smooth as the blue box stuff, but far tastier? How to roast a succulent, moist turkey (forget about
brining!)—and use a foolproof method that works every time? As Serious Eats's culinary nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji López-Alt has pondered all these questions and more. In The Food Lab, Kenji focuses on the science behind beloved American dishes, delving into the interactions between heat,
energy, and molecules that create great food. Kenji shows that often, conventional methods don’t work that well, and home cooks can achieve far better results using new—but simple—techniques. In hundreds of easy-to-make recipes with over 1,000 full-color images, you will find out how to make
foolproof Hollandaise sauce in just two minutes, how to transform one simple tomato sauce into a half dozen dishes, how to make the crispiest, creamiest potato casserole ever conceived, and much more.
Real Science, Great Hacks, and Good Food
Sous Vide
The Modern Technique for Perfectly Cooked Meals [A Cookbook]
Sous Vide for Everybody
The Home Chef's Sous Vide Cookbook: Elevated Recipes for Your Favorite Meats and Sides
Under Pressure
Modernist Cuisine

! ! ! Best price only today! ! ! The best book with top SOUS VIDE recipes! This type of cooking is becoming extremely popular. You will not have to worry about your meal or getting an unevenly cooked food! This unique cooking technique allows cooks of all calibers to make
delicious meals, including meats that are tender, moist and flavorful and vegetables that retain their original firm texture while being fully cooked! The book will teach you all the techniques you need to know in order to successfully cook sous vide, even without any fancy
gadgets! A few samples of Sous Vide Recipes "which are easy and enjoyable to make" within include but not limited to the following: For breakfast: the book includes over 30 Sous Vide Recipes including Poached Eggs to French Herb Omellette or Bacon Omellette dressed in
Cheese to either Flavored or Dairy-Free Sandwiches The lovers of Veggies have not been left out. A few samples included are Curried Potatoes and Chicken Peas to Spicy Poached and Buttered Asparagus amongst many others within the book. As for the white meat from
both the sea to the ground and skies, the book includes a total of over 60 moist and succulent Sous Vide recipes such as Barbecue Chicken, Chicken Teriyaki, Duck Fillet, Lobster Rolls, and Smoked Prawn to Rib-Eye Steak or Juicy Lamp Chops amongst many more. Also
included fruits to desserts and soups too! Each recipe is based on the core product within it, whether that is meat, fish or vegetables and the sous vide times. This results in moist, succulent, aromatic food, regardless of the shape or thickness of the raw ingredients! The most
important thing is you have fun and cooking :) Happy reading!
This compact, yet comprehensive guide to cooking sous vide shows home cooks how to master the art of cooking with vacuum-sealed ingredients for restaurant-style precision and advance preparation perfection. Includes an introduction to sous vide cooking with special
sections on vacuum sealing in plastic, water immersion, and cooking times, as well as recipes for a range of dishes featuring meat, poultry, seafood, vegetables, and desserts. Sample recipes: Steak-Frites with Rosemary Garlic Butter; Honey-Dijon Salmon with Maple-Glazed
Carrots; Pork Chops with Jalapeño-Agave Nectar Salsa; Chicken Thighs with Lemon, Honey & Green Olives; Greek Lamb Chops with Minted Yogurt; Chipotle‒Butternut Squash Soup; Risotto with Kale Pesto, Mozzarella & Cherry Tomatoes; Ginger Shrimp with Baby Bok Choy;
and Chai-Spiced Apple Pie.
A follow-up to the successful Sous Vide at Home, with 65 recipes for easy weeknight meals using this popular cooking technique to greatest effect. Sous Vide Made Simple couples the home sous vide machine with a do-ahead approach to help you streamline your cooking.
The book centers around foolproof master recipes for flawless meat, poultry, fish, and vegetables that can be made quickly and easily (and in advance!) with your home immersion circulator, and then 50 spin-off recipes for turning these into crowd-pleasing full meals. Nearly all
of the recipes can be prepped in advance, and then finished using a conventional cooking method, and on the table in under an hour. Unlike other sous vide cookbooks, Sous Vide Made Simple isn't just meat and potatoes, instead, it's packed with vegetables, lighter fare, and
globally inspired food, like Grilled Fish Tacos with Mango Salsa, Cauliflower Steaks with Almonds and Kalamata Yogurt Sauce, Carnitas Tacos with Salsa Verde, and Eggplant Shakshuka̶as well as improved classics like Beef Bourguignon Pot Roast and Grilled Pork Chops
with Apple Chutney̶and every recipe is accompanied by a beautiful photograph. Partly a how-to manual and partly a cookbook, Sous Video Made Simple gives the home cook, sous vide novice and old pro alike, all the information and encouragement to incorporate sous vide
technology into a delicious everyday cooking repertoire.
Whether he's working with fire and a pan, your grandpa's slow cooker, or a cutting-edge sous vide setup, Hugh Acheson wants to make your cooking life easier, more fun, and more delicious. And while cooking sous vide--a method where food is sealed in plastic bags or glass
jars, then cooked in a precise, temperature-controlled water bath--used to be for chefs in high-end restaurants, Hugh is here to help home cooks bring this rather friendly piece of technology into their kitchens. The beauty of sous vide is its ease and consistency--it can cook a
steak medium-rare, or a piece of fish to tender, just-doneness every single time . . . and hold it there until you're ready to eat, whether dinner is in ten minutes or eight hours away. But to unlock the method's creative secrets, Hugh shows you how to get the best sear on that
steak after it comes out of the bath, demonstrates which dishes play best with extra-long, extra-slow cooking, and opens up the whole world of vegetables to a technology most known for cooking meat and fish.
Cook with Me
The Easy, Foolproof Cooking Technique That's Sweeping the World
200 Modern Recipes Made Easy
Dinner in an Instant
The Staub Cookbook
Techniques, Ideas, and More Than 100 Recipes to Cook at Home
Coyote Cafe
Presents recipes ranging in difficulty with the science and technology-minded cook in mind, providing the science behind cooking, the physiology of taste, and the techniques of molecular gastronomy.
A beautiful love letter to the enameled cast-iron cookware of Staub, with 100 achievable, modern recipes from top chefs and bloggers from around the country. For decades, Staub has been an international
leader and tastemaker in the world of cookware. Made in France, the company’s cast iron graces the shelves of top chefs as well as home cooks. But Staub isn’t just gourmet kitchenware. It inspires people
to cook, to try new recipes, and to share delicious meals with loved ones; Staub brings people together in the kitchen and around the table. In this book, the Staub philosophy of hospitality shines in
everyday recipes like Chocolate Babka Morning Buns, perfect for lazy weekend mornings, as well as Yogurty Beet Salad with Za’atar, an ideal summer lunch. Adding to the collection are other crowd pleasers,
like Beer-Braised Short Ribs, Chicken Meatballs in Red Coconut Curry Sauce, Broccoli Rabe Pizza with Caramelized Onions and Burrata, and Strawberry Crumble with Oats and Hazelnuts. With gorgeous
photography and cooking tips and tricks, The Staub Cookbook shows how to use and care for these modern heirlooms so that they will bring warmth (and crowds) to kitchen tables for years to come.
Early Discount Pricing...Limited Time Only! Restaurant Quality Cooking DONE RIGHT AT HOME These Sous Vide recipes are a great asset as a part of your recipe playbook to have in your kitchen. We''ve made
this book easy to follow and great to read! That''s why this is a must have cookbook. We''ve "Packed a Punch" by adding these hand selected menu items for your devouring needs. Just put the food in your
sous vide air sealed bag and turn on your Sous Vide. You can even walk away and control this device from your smart phone! Now That''s Amazing in Itself!Most of these recipes inside of this book are very
healthy indeed! We always want to keep in mind that there are lots of families wanting to eat as clean and healthy as they can. CHECK OUT THESE DELICIOUS VARIETIES YOU WILL SOON BE MAKING! Chicken
Teriyaki Chicken Chicken with Citrus Maple Glaze Honey Garlic Chicken Wings Spicy Citrusy Aji Amarilo Chicken Wings 4 Alarm Habanero Chicken Wings Beef Korean Kalbi Short Ribs Hanger Steak Beef Meatballs
Tuscan Rib Eye Steak Smoked Brisket Pork Miso Soy Glazed Pork Chops Asian Marinated Pork Belly Spice Rubbed Pulled Pork Bacon Chipotle Apple Pork Loin Seafood Cilantro Lime Shrimp Poached Salmon with
Basil Butter Brown Butter Scallops Lobster Tails with Tarragon and Butter Halibut with Citrus Sauce Squid with Garlic and Parsley Sauce Vegetables Parmesan Garlic Asparagus Blackened Brussels Sprouts with
Garlic and Bacon Asian Inspired Bok Choy Rosemary and Garlic Potatoes Candied Sweet Potatoes Risotto Garlic Cheese Risotto Artichoke & Roasted Red Pepper Risotto Turkey & Mushroom Risotto Spring Vegetable
Risotto Fennel Risotto Eggs Roasted Red Pepper Egg White Bites Caramelized Onion and Broccoli Paleo Egg Bites Chorizo and Cheddar Omelet Parmesan and Scallion Omelet Japanese Savory Egg Custard
(Chawanmushi) Deviled Eggs Cocktails & Beverages Crème De Coco Jalapeno Vodka Apple and Cardamom Gin Ginger Infused Brandy Habanero Tequila Bacon Infused Bourbon Cold Brew Coffee Lemon Ice Tea Raspberry
Mint Ice Tea Hibiscus punch Red Wine Plum Shrub Dessert Masala Chai Crème Brulee Honey Lavender Poached Peaches Poached Pears with Cabernet Reduction Mini Cheesecake Chocolate Pot De Creme White Chocolate
Macadamia Nut Pot De Creme Caramel Apple Rice Pudding Mini Lemon Chia Cakes Sauces Mango Chutney Stout Spiked Grain Mustard Cranberry Sauce Bourbon Apple Chutney Hollandaise Sauce Infused Oil & Vinegar
Blackberry & Basil Infused Vinegar Blood Orange & Rosemary Infused Vinegar Vanilla Lemon Thyme Oil Lemon Ginger Oil Coriander Curry Leaf Oil We''ve also included some "Mouth-Watering Marinades" as a
SPECIAL BONUS! ORDER YOUR COPY NOW! FREE Two-Day Shipping for Amazon Prime Members! DISCLAIMER: This book is independently published by, and is not affiliated with, sponsored by, or endorsed by any of the
products mentioned in this book. All other company and product names are the trademarks of their respective owners.
Modern Sous Vide Cookbook150 Classic Recipes (Plus Cocktails)Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Sous Vide BBQ
Cooking Sous Vide
El arte y la ciencia de la cocina / The Art and Science of Cooking
Techniques, Ideas and Recipes to Cook at Home
The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking Through Science
The Art of Precision Cooking
575 Best Sous Vide Recipes of All Time (with Nutrition Facts and Everyday Recipes)

A cookbook and wine guide celebrating the regional traditions and exciting innovations of modern Italian cooking, from San Francisco's SPQR restaurant. The Roman Empire was famous for its
network of roads. By following the path of these thoroughfares, Shelley Lindgren, wine director and co-owner of the acclaimed San Francisco restaurants A16 and SPQR, and executive chef of
SPQR, Matthew Accarrino, explore Central and Northern Italy’s local cuisines and artisanal wines. Throughout each of the eight featured regions, Accarrino offers not only a modern version
of Italian cooking, but also his own take on these constantly evolving regional specialties. Recipes like Fried Rabbit Livers with Pickled Vegetables and Spicy Mayonnaise and Fontina and
Mushroom Tortelli with Black Truffle Fonduta are elevated and thoughtful, reflecting Accarrino’s extensive knowledge of traditional Italian food, but also his focus on precision and
technique. In addition to recipes, Accarrino elucidates basic kitchen skills like small animal butchery and pasta making, as well as newer techniques like sous vide—all of which are
prodigiously illustrated with step-by-step photos. Shelley Lindgren’s uniquely informed essays on the wines and winemakers of each region reveal the most interesting Italian wines,
highlighting overlooked and little-known grapes and producers—and explaining how each reflects the region’s unique history, cultural influences, climate, and terrain. Lindgren, one of the
foremost authorities on Italian wine, shares her deep and unparalleled knowledge of Italian wine and winemakers through producer profiles, wine recommendations, and personal observations,
making this a necessary addition to any wine-lover’s library. Brimming with both discovery and tradition, SPQR delivers the best of modern Italian food rooted in the regions, flavors, and
history of Italy.
A Dutch oven is the most versatile pot in your kitchen: a soup pot, a deep fryer, a braiser, a roaster, an enclosed bread oven, and the perfect vessel for one-dish meals. Don't relegate
your prized pot to the back of the cabinet. Learn how to put your Dutch oven to work every day in so many different ways. Turn out practical yet fun meals made entirely in one pot, such as
Weeknight Pasta Bolognese; Chicken Pot Pie with Spring Vegetables; and Lamb Meatballs with Orzo, Tomatoes, and Feta. Impressive braises and roasts, such as Braised Short Ribs with Wild
Mushroom Farrotto and Roasted Pork Loin with Barley, Butternut Squash, and Swiss Chard, go seamlessly from the stovetop (the enameled surface makes it easy to create fond without burning)
to the oven (cast iron maintains steady heat to ensure food cooks perfectly). We even walk you through deep frying and artisanal bread baking at home (try the Korean Fried Chicken Wings or
the Braided Chocolate Babka). And a range of appealing desserts, from Pear-Ginger Crisp (the pot holds a generous 5 pounds of pears) to Bourbon-Pecan Bread Pudding, benefit from the Dutch
oven's high sides and even heating.
Because of their cost and size, sous vide cooking devices were once found only in professional kitchens, but that all changed when affordable models hit the retail market. Home cooks are
now embracing sous vide in record numbers. In sous vide cooking, food is sealed in plastic bags and submerged in hot (but not boiling) water for long and slow cooking. The end result is
food which is juicy and tender. Cooking sous vide also means that temperatures can be maintained within tenths of a degree, which is essential for certain cuts of meat. The hot water also
intensifies favors and the resulting texture of the food is perfect. Chris McDonald is a brilliant chef who has long used sous vide to create sublime dishes and he now brings this expertise
to the home cook. His recipes are spectacularly delicious yet easy to execute. Eight pages of step-by-step photos provide all the necessary information to start sous vide cooking.
Now in paperback!When Mark Miller opened the doors of Santa Fe'¬?s Coyote Cafe in 1987, the face of American cuisine changed forever. Blending centuries-old culinary traditions with modern
techniques, Miller pioneered the emerging Southwestern cuisine, earning accolades and thrilling diners at the Coyote with his robust, inspired cooking. Originally published in 1989, COYOTE
CAFE was Miller'¬?s first cookbook, and it has since sold over 200,000 copies, making it one of the best-selling full-color cookbooks ever. Nearly 15 years later, with Southwestern
influences entrenched in kitchens across the country, we'¬?re excited to make this landmark book available to a new generation of cooks in a paperback edition. Featuring over 150 recipes,
COYOTE CAFE presents the bold, sumptuous creations that have become Southwestern classics. Mexican, Hispanic, and Native American influences inflect such imaginative dishes as Wild Morel
Tamales, Lobster Enchiladas, and Yucatan Lamb. When you try the vibrant cuisine of COYOTE CAFE, you'¬?re experiencing one of America'¬?s most dynamic regional cuisines.,Ä¢ Over 200,000
copies sold in hardcover.,Ä¢ Includes an extensive section on choosing and preparing over 35 fresh and dried varieties of chiles, as well as an in-depth glossary of ingredients.
The Essential Cocktail Book
Delicious Recipes and Precision Techniques that Guarantee Smoky, Fall-Off-The-Bone BBQ Every Time
Better Home Cooking
150 Recipes Plus Tips and Techniques
Cooking for Geeks
The Sous Vide Cookbook
Modern Recipes for Classic Cast Iron
In Sous Vide Cooking Made Simple, Anova sous vide recipe developer, Christina Wylie, presents 70+ recipes for perfectly cooked meals and desserts using this revolutionary cooking device.
A stunning guide brimming with 150 recipes to make high-end plant-based cuisine at home. Plant-based meals can be a cornucopia of colors, shapes, textures, and mouthwatering flavors—a source of boundless opportunities for creativity in the kitchen. In Plant-Based Gourmet, 150
original recipes for vegans and the veg-curious will delight nutrition-minded home chefs and foodies alike. Featured inside are dinners and brunches, hors d'oeuvres, sides, drinks, and desserts—items like vegan sushi, charcuteries, roasts, and confits, vegan cheeses and mayos, sous vide
truffles, a triple-layer cheesecake, and crèmes brûlées. Also included is guidance for stocking up, allergy substitutions so everyone can enjoy, easy-to-follow instructions for advanced techniques like sous vides and foams, and plating and styling tips, so you can make Instagramworthy dishes that will have your friends asking what restaurant you dined at. This delicious and richly illustrated volume was created by plant-based gourmet chef Suzannah Gerber, “Chef Suzi,” and features spectacular photographs by food photographer Tina Picz-Devoe and a
foreword by Afton Cyrus of America’s Test Kitchen.
60 Everyday Recipes for Perfectly Cooked Meals [A Cookbook]
The Gramercy Tavern Cookbook
165 Recipes That Capture Authentic Down East Flavors
Great Recipes and Why They Work: A Cookbook
The French Laundry, Per Se
Tasty, Effortless and Budget-Friendly Recipes to Prepare Perfect Meals for Your Whole Family Using This Modern Cooking Technique (Complete with Nutrition Facts)
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